We present the observation and the detailed investigation of coherent Cherenkov diffraction radiation (CChDR) in terms of spectral-angular characteristics. Electromagnetic simulations have been performed to optimize the design of a prismatic dielectric radiator and the performance of a detection system with the aim of providing longitudinal beam diagnostics. Successful experimental validations have been organized on the CLEAR and the CLARA facilities based at CERN and Daresbury laboratory respectively. With ps to sub-ps long electron bunches, the emitted radiation spectra extend up to the THz frequency range. Bunch length measurements based on CChDR have been compared to longitudinal bunch profiles obtained using a radio frequency deflecting cavity or coherent transition radiation (CTR). The retrieval of the temporal profile of both Gaussian and non-Gaussian bunches has also been demonstrated. The proposed detection scheme paves the way to a new kind of beam instrumentation, simple and compact for monitoring short bunches of charged particles, particularly well-adapted to novel
I. INTRODUCTION
The emission of Cherenkov radiation by charged particles travelling through matter was discovered in 1934 [1, 2] and, due to its fascinating properties (i.e., the emission of a large number of photons in a narrow and well-defined solid angle), has found numerous applications in many fields including astrophysics [3] , and particle detection and identification [4, 5] . Recently, a first experimental study was performed to demonstrate the potential of noninvasive beam diagnostic techniques based on the detection of incoherent Cherenkov diffraction radiation (ChDR) [6] . The latter refers to the emission of Cherenkov radiation by charged particles traveling not inside, but in the vicinity of a dielectric material. This combines the already well-known advantages of Cherenkov radiation with a noninvasive technique, allowing, as such, a breakthrough in beam instrumentation. The coherent emission of Cherenkov radiation by a bunch of charged particles was studied theoretically by Danos [7] in 1955, who anticipated the emission of high-power radiation at wavelengths similar or longer than the bunch length. Experimental validations came later with the development of dielectric Cherenkov masers [8] that produced high output powers in the microwave regime [9] [10] [11] using low energy (<1 MeV), very high current (>1 kA) electron beams with pulse durations of tens of nanoseconds. Similarly, using the backward emission of Cherenkov radiation in a metamaterial structure, high output powers were achieved by Hummelt [12] using a lower electron current (<100 A) and proved to be an interesting path toward compact high-power THz sources. Coherent Cherenkov radiation from short electron bunches was also observed experimentally in 1991 by Ciocci [13] and Ohkuma [14] . Its capability to produce high output powers at millimetre or sub-millimetre wavelengths has inspired several groups to develop dielectric wakefield acceleration (DWA) [15] , where recent demonstrations have shown ultrahigh accelerating gradient (i.e., >GV=m) in capillary tubes [16] .
To our knowledge and despite its great potential, coherent Cherenkov diffraction radiation (CChDR) has not been exploited for beam diagnostic purposes [17] , and even if many groups working with short bunches have been using in the past coherent radiation, the detection systems were mainly based on coherent transition radiation (CTR) [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , coherent diffraction radiation (CDR) [23] , coherent Smith Purcell radiation [24] or electro-optical sampling (EOS) [25] .
The paper presents detailed experimental and theoretical investigations of CChDR spectral-angular properties.
A good consistency among electromagnetic simulations, analytic theory and experimental data obtained at two unique facilities has been achieved. The study generalizes the use of ChDR for beam diagnostics of short bunches emitting coherent radiation in a broad frequency range. The first section presents the background theory and simulation results involved for the design of a bunch length monitor. The frequency response of the radiator and its sensitivity to beam position have been worked out. The second and the third sections present the results from the experimental validation performed at two electron beam facilities, namely CLEAR at CERN and CLARA at the Daresbury laboratory. Measurements of bunch length and bunch profile have been obtained and successfully compared to simulations. We finally conclude highlighting the potentiality of such devices in existing and novel accelerators.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Electrodynamics is ruled by Maxwell's equations, which describe the interaction between electromagnetic fields and matter. An electromagnetic field propagating inside or in the proximity of a given material will polarize the atoms located on its surface, giving rise to so-called polarization radiation (PR) [26] . Cherenkov diffraction radiation is a particular case of PR for a charged particle propagating in the vicinity of a dielectric material as shown in Fig. 1 . The charge particle is characterized by its normalized velocity β ¼ v=c and the associated Lorentz factor γ ¼1= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 1−β 2 p , c being the speed of light in vacuum. The radiation is FIG. 1. Emission of Cherenkov diffraction radiation by an electron propagating at a distance ρ from the surface of a conical dielectric material. emitted at the well-known Cherenkov angle θ c ¼ arccos ð1=β ffiffi ffi ε p Þ, which, for relativistic particles, mainly depends on the relative permittivity of the medium, ε. As radiation leaves the material, the photons would naturally be refracted, following Snell's law, at an angle Θ, that depends on the permittivity of the dielectric and on the orientation of the exit-face of the material (see Fig. 1 ). A general expression of the exact solution of Maxwell's equations for the total radiated magnetic field ⃗ H can be written as:
where ⃗ E 0 and ⃗ H 0 are the electric and magnetic fields of the virtual photons associated to ultrarelativistic particles, ε 0 the vacuum dielectric constant and ω the angular frequency of the radiation. We recall that the relation between ⃗ H 0 and ⃗ E 0 is defined by:
The propagator Φ in Eq. (1) acts on the virtual photon's field at the position ⃗ r 0 radiating a photon at the position ⃗ r. It can be written as follows:
Considering the far-field condition, the ChDR magnetic field emitted within the radiator volume V R by a single electron, can be calculated as:
where R is the distance of observation. The wave vector ⃗ k is defined as
The observation vector is ⃗ R ¼ Rðcos ϕ sin θ; sin ϕ sin θ; cos θÞ and ϕ and θ are the azimuthal and polar observation angles respectively in spherical coordinates. In such a geometry, the electric field of a virtual photon is ⃗ E 0 :
with the radial vector defined as ⃗ ρ ¼ ρðcos φ; sin φ; 0Þ and the radial and longitudinal field components given by:
K 0 and K 1 are the modified Bessel functions of the second kind with zero and one order respectively. Considering the far-field ChDR radiation emitted within the radiator volume V R by a single electron, it is possible to show [26] , processing Eq. (4), that for radiator's lengths L such that L ≫ L f , where L f is the formation length of the ChDR inside the volume V R :
the angular-spectral distribution of the radiated energy can be expressed as:
where f is a Fraunhofer far-field-diffraction term, depending on the radiator shape and on the emitted photon energy, dΩ ¼ sin θdθdϕ is the unitary solid angle of radiation collection and where the electron impact parameter, i.e., the distance between the electron and the dielectric surface, has been denoted by a.
III. ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS
A detailed simulation study has been initiated in order to investigate the expected performance and limitation of a detection system based on CChDR for short bunch length monitoring.
A. Simulations with MAGIC
2D axi-symmetric simulations have been first performed using the MAGIC code [27] studying the emission of CChDR in a hollow conical dielectric radiator with an opening angle of 45°. For this purpose, simulations have been running using an hypothetical 1.2 ns long electron bunch with a time dependent sinusoidal current modulation at a given frequency. Figure 2 shows examples of CChDR emitted by a hollow cone with an internal radius of 0.5 mm by an electron beam with an average current electron of 1 A modulated at a frequency of 25 GHz. The two cases displayed are assuming dielectric with a different relative permittivity. The photons leave the radiator with a different angle, at 90°for ε ¼ 5 and 45°for ε ¼ 2.1 as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. In the second case, the Cherenkov emission angle inside the dielectric is already at 45°and the radiation leaves the material straight through. The amplitude of the magnetic field recorded at the point P located 10 cm away from the exit face of the dielectric is also depicted in Fig. 3 for completeness. In order to study the frequency response and the position sensitivity of such a monitor, a series of simulations were performed, using a radiator made of PolyTetraFluoroEthylene (PTFE) that has an ε ¼ 2.1 in the sub-THz region. A first series has been done varying the frequency of the electron beam modulation from 6.25 to 100 GHz. For each of those modulation frequency, simulations have also been run using hollow dielectric cones with different internal radii ranging from 0.5 to 5 mm, while considering an electron beam passing through the center of the hollow channel. For each simulation case, the output power recorded at point P has been extracted. The results have been then normalized to the maximum output power and plotted as a relative transfer function of the radiator, which corresponds to the spectrum ideally emitted by a single particle. Figure 4 (a) shows the transfer function for different internal radii ϱ of the hollow conic dielectric while the frequency response of the radiator is presented Fig. 4(b) . Each of the points in Fig. 4(b) is the average of the transfer functions obtained from the simulation of hollow cone with different internal radii. Both plots show an excellent agreement between simulations obtained with MAGIC and calculations using the analytic model reported in Refs. [28] , based on the formulas given in the previous section. The photon intensity decreases at lower frequencies as electromagnetic oscillations at large wavelengths compared to the physical size of the radiator cannot be generated and propagated inside the medium. The size of the radiator can thus be optimized to provide a detection system with an adequate frequency response adapted to specific needs. For all frequencies the emitted power decreases when increasing internal radius. However, as expected from diffraction radiation theory, the output power decreases significantly faster for higher frequencies. One can observe a reduction by a factor 8 and 2 for frequencies of 100 GHz and 25 GHz respectively. In a given detector geometry, one can then expect a very different sensitivity response to beam position offset depending on the measured frequency. This is also an interesting and crucial aspect of CChDR that should be taken into account when designing and using detectors based on it.
B. Simulations with VSim
In accelerators, charged particles are typically grouped in short bunches that would emit coherent radiation in a broad frequency range. Simulations with such a short electron bunch have been made using the VSim particle-in-cell solver [29] with beam parameters presented in Table I similar to those available in facilities for which we report experimental results later in the paper. The radiator made of PTFE has been considered having an internal radius of 5 mm. Instead of simulating the beam as a bunch of macroparticles, the electron beam has been simulated longitudinally and transversely as a Gaussian distributed charge. This helps minimizing numerical noise caused by the mesh size and its limited resolution at high frequencies [30] . Two examples are shown in Fig . As shown in the previous section, the CChDR wave-front generated inside the dielectric propagates at 45°a nd exits the dielectric straight through. In order to calculate the coherent power spectrum produced in the radiator, the transverse electric field generated in Vsim has been recorded as a function of time at one of the detector's location (see Fig. 5 ) and then Fourier-transformed. This procedure has been repeated for five different rms bunch lengths, from 1 to 5 ps. The reconstructed CChDR spectra are depicted in Fig. 6 for an electron bunch traveling on axis within the hollow channel of the dielectric prism, compared to the CChDR spectra calculated via the model of Ref. [28] in the same conditions.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AT CLEAR
The CERN Linear Electron Accelerator for Research (CLEAR) [32] exploits ≲1 ps, ∼200 MeV electron bunches for several applications including the development of novel concepts for THz generation and beam diagnostics [33] . A layout of the accelerator facility and the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 7 , while the beam parameters are summarized by Table II . The electron beam is generated on a Cs2Te photo-cathode (QE > 0.3%, lifetime 1 year) using an UV (converted from IR) laser. The rf-gun is followed by three 4.5 m-long, 3 GHz accelerating structures. The first structure can be used as a buncher to tune the bunch length from 0.5 ps to 10 ps rms, by means of velocity bunching. A S-band rf deflector is installed just downstream of the accelerating structures for bunch length diagnostics [32] . The transverse mode propagating inside this cavity provides a time dependent beam deflection, mapping the longitudinal distribution of the electron bunches into a transverse profile monitored by a scintillator screen positioned downstream (top-right inset of Fig. 7 ). When the rf deflector is off, the beam can be transported straight to the end of the beam line where a ∼1.5 m long in-air experimental test stand is located. For our present studies, a dielectric radiator has been installed together with the associated detectors as shown in Fig. 7 (bottom-right inset). The radiator is a 2.5 cm long hollow prism made out of PTFE with a 5 mm internal radius and a 5 cm wide base. The geometry of the detection system has been chosen in order to be sensitive to bunch length variations. Three of the four output faces of the prism are instrumented using horns and waveguides in V, W, and G bands to collect and measure ChDR in three independent frequency bands. Each detection line is composed of a rectangular waveguide horn, band-pass filters and Schottky diodes from Millitech. The two detectors installed on the left and right sides of the dielectric are measuring at frequencies of 84 AE 1 GHz and 113.5 AE 9 GHz respectively. The third detector placed in a plane 45°upward is detecting radiation emitted at a frequency of 60 AE 1 GHz. The gain-horns have an aperture of 4 × 4 cm 2 and 3 × 2 cm 2 for the 60 and 84 GHz detection lines respectively and 2 × 1.5 cm 2 for the 113.5 GHz one. The relative sensitivity of the three detection lines is taken into account when analyzing the experimental data, including the response curves of the Schottky diodes, the bandwidth of the band-pass filters and the gain of the horns.
A. Bunch length monitoring with coherent Cherenkov diffraction radiation
The temporal profile of the photocathode laser beam is typically Gaussian, nevertheless by adjusting the amplitude and phase of the rf signal injected in the rf gun, one can modify the longitudinal shape of the electron bunch and produce Gaussian and skew-Gaussian bunch shapes. Bunch length measurements performed using CChDR have been compared to the longitudinal beam profile obtained using the rf deflecting cavity, which can resolve bunch profiles as short as ∼100 fs rms. A typical measurement with the rf deflector is based on the average of ten consecutive shots in order to minimize the importance of statistical fluctuations.
Alignment procedure of the beam inside the prism
Both the ChDR prism and the Schottky diode detectors are mounted on a remotely controlled and adjustable optical table driven by stepping motors that allow to displace the experimental setup both in the horizontal and vertical planes independently. Initially the center of the hollow prism has been precisely positioned to the beam axis using laser alignment. A 1.5 ps long electron bunch has been sent through the center of the radiator, focused down to ≲1 mm rms transverse beam size, and kept stable in the same configuration during the measurements. In order to align the beam in the center of the ChDR detector, the whole experimental setup has then been moved horizontally by steps of ∼200 μm, the corresponding radiation power being recorded using the two horizontal detectors. The experimental results are presented in Fig. 8 that shows the evolution (as a function of the stepper motor position) of the reconstructed beam position signal, which is calculated as the absolute value of difference over the sum Δ=Σ of the signals coming from the two horizontal detectors. With a transverse beam size of 1 mm, the scan in position cannot be performed over a range larger than AE2.5 mm, which is half of the whole aperture. For larger position offsets, the direct emission of Cherenkov radiation, produced by transverse beam tails passing through the dielectric itself, distorts the measurements. Simulation results using Vsim are also presented on the same plot for comparison. The electric field obtained by simulations is recorded at the two locations, left and right from the prism output surface, as presented in Fig. 5 . For each beam position offset, the time dependent fields are first squared and integrated in order to obtain the expected CChDR power from both sides of the radiator. The simulation results are also plotted as the absolute value of difference over sum of the two corresponding output powers, similarly to what is done experimentally. The comparison between experiments and simulations clearly shows a very similar trend. The present configuration has provided a practical way to center the beam inside the prism, which has been a prerequisite in order to provide reliable bunch length measurements as they are presented in the following.
Measuring Gaussian electron bunches
The coherent emission from a Gaussian electron bunch, defined by its rms bunch length σ τ , is obtained by introducing the quantity jjðω; σ τ Þj 2 ¼ 2πj 2 0 σ 2 τ expð−ω 2 σ 2 τ Þ (also called bunch form factor), which multiplies Eq. (9):
where f ð0Þ ¼ f ð0Þ ðV R Þ. Considering independent measurements performed at two similar angular frequencies ω 1 ∼ ω 2 , the geometrical factor f in Eq. (9) assumes approximately the same value upon those frequencies.
According to the transfer function in Fig. 4(b) and to the frequencies adopted for the experiment, the relative error made with the statement fðV R ;
The intensity ratio S 1 =S 2 , corresponding to the signals S 1 ¼ S 1 ðω 1 Þ and S 2 ¼ S 2 ðω 2 Þ measured at ω 1 and ω 2 , each of them proportional to the quantity defined above as d 2 I=dΩdω, can be written via Eq. (10) as:
The rms bunch length σ τ can thus be obtained as a function of S 1 and S 2 : 
The difference in the detection bandwidths between Δω 1 and Δω 2 is not contained within Eq. (12), therefore it has been taken into account as a systematic error on the bunch length measurement dσ τ ¼ ðdσ τ =dω 1 ÞΔω 1 þ ðdσ τ =dω 2 ÞΔω 2 . Figure 9 presents a comparison between rf-deflector and CChDR measurements as a function of the rf phase of the electron gun. In this case, Gaussian bunches with a 100 pC charge have been used. The agreement is excellent for short bunches and the larger error visible on the CChDR measurements for longer bunches is due to the weakness of the corresponding power emitted in the detection frequency bands (i.e., 84 GHz and 113.5 GHz) for such bunch lengths. This could be overcome by choosing detectors working at lower frequencies. Figure 9 (a) also includes a comparison with electromagnetic simulations performed with VSim. From the simulated bunch power spectrum shown in Fig. 6 , we computed and plotted the simulated power ratio of Sð84 GHzÞ=Sð113.5 GHzÞ. The agreement is within 5% and it clearly highlights the validity of our approach. The comparison between the longitudinal profile measured with the rf deflector and the one reconstructed from CChDR is shown in Fig. 9(b) for completeness, compared to ASTRA simulations [34] .
Measuring skew-Gaussian electron bunches
Skew-Gaussian bunch profiles have been also produced on CLEAR by exploiting an energy-time correlation along the temporal profile of the electron bunch, adjusting the phase of the rf gun. This effect depends strongly on the bunch charge and has been studied in depth using ASTRA simulations [34] . Negligible below a bunch charge between 200 and 300 pC, it becomes important for charges around 400 pC, as the one used for the experiment shown in this section. At even higher charges, space-charge effects would produce super-Gaussian longitudinal profiles. In order to detect skew-Gaussian bunch profiles, a different model, as reported in the Appendix, must be used. This extracts both the bunch length and the skewness parameters, σ τ and α respectively. An additional measurement point at a different frequency is however necessary in order to extract both parameters. Experimentally, data from the third diode S 3 working at 60 AE 1 GHz, have been taken into account by numerically solving the following system of equations:
The expression of the bunch form factor for the skew-Gaussian case is calculated explicitly within Appendix. A comparison between measurements and simulations performed by ASTRA is presented in Fig. 10 , showing a good agreement among the methods. Fig. 9(a) . 
V. EXPERIMENTS AT CLARA
The experimental work presented in this section has been conducted at CLARA/VELA facility in Daresbury Laboratory-STFC [35] . The CLARA photoinjector generates electron beams with an energy 35 MeV at 10 Hz bunch repetition frequency, with charge ranging from 70 to 100 pC. The beams are then injected into the VELA beam line where the bunches can be compressed from 2 ps to 0.2 ps rms by varying the phase of an accelerating cavity, similarly as done at CLEAR. The beams are then delivered to the so-called BA1 experimental zone, where a vacuum chamber can host devices under test.
A. Experimental setup
For the CChDR measurements this chamber has been equipped with a remotely controlled manipulation system and a suite of beam diagnostics including an energy spectrometer, YAG screens, and beam position monitors. In the final setup, shown in Fig. 11 , a CChDR and a CTR radiator have been installed in the experimental vacuum chamber with the aim to compare their radiation spectra and their capability to measure short bunch lengths. The CChDR radiator has been a triangular prism made of PTFE with a base size of 5 cm and 4 cm width, while the CTR screen has been a 2 cm radius metallic (polished steel) screen 2 mm thick. Both radiators have been installed on individual holders, each of them mounted on a movable platform with three degrees of freedom. When using CTR, the beam has been steered through the center of the screen, while in the case of CChDR, the distance between the beam and the surface of the dielectric has been typically adjusted between 0.1 and 2 mm. The generated radiation has been reflected by an in-vacuum concave mirror with a focal length of 101.6 mm, installed on a rotating platform. The distance between the mirror and the radiators has been set to be equal to its focal length in such a way that the radiation was parallel over long distances (see Fig. 11 ). The rotating platform has been mounted on a translational stage enabling to adjust the position of the concave mirror when moving the CChDR radiator. The radiation has been then extracted through a quartz window and analyzed using a Martin-Puplet interferometer [36] , by means of a system of motorized mirrors. The Martin-Puplett interferometer is one of the most efficient instruments to measure radiation spectra in (sub-)THz frequency range. Due to its design with a polarizing beam splitter, it provides the ability to eliminate the influence of internal interference and the effect of the charge fluctuations in the accelerator, using two detectors (PD1 and PD2 in Fig. 11 ). The signals obtained with these two detectors are anticorrelated relative to each other. Therefore, if dividing the signal difference by the sum, a normalized interferogram δðxÞ is obtained as:
The x variable here is the difference in length between the two arms of the interferometer. This procedure has required a fine alignment of all the elements of the interferometer. The alignment has been performed using a test THz source and a new-line Terasence camera operating from 10 GHz to 1 THz [37].
B. Bunch length reconstruction with coherent Cherenkov diffraction radiation
Interferograms of CChDR and CTR registered at the beam energy of 35 MeV, the beam charge of 70 pC, and for the impact parameter of 1 mm are shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) . The data acquisition system has been synchronized with the accelerator rf system. Fifty samples from each pyroelectric detector for each step of the scanning interferometer mirror have been recorded to minimize the statistical uncertainty. Interferograms are shown with a triangular apodization window [38] . No other postprocessing techniques, including zero-padding have been used. Figures 12(c) and 12(d) show the result of Fourier transform of δðxÞ and corresponding single electron spectra. For single electron spectra, the models described in [28] for CChDR and [31] for CTR have been used. In particular, the CChDR radiation model takes into account the beam energy, radiator geometry, impact parameter, relative position between collecting optics and radiator, angle between radiator and beam-axis, and radiator refractive index. At lower frequencies both spectra decrease in intensity due to finite radiator dimensions and diffraction effects in the radiation delivery system. At higher frequencies the spectra are dominated by the electron bunch length and longitudinal profile modulations. The longitudinal bunch form factor has been derived normalizing the radiation spectra by single electron spectra. Figure 12 (e) illustrates the comparison between the bunch form factors extracted from CTR and CChDR spectra. For the data analysis we have chosen the central part of the form factor from 300 to 800 GHz. The low frequency part (<300 GHz) is distorted by the diffraction effects caused by concave mirror, output quartz view port, finite apertures of the interferometer, motorized mirrors and detector. These effects are not taken into account in the single electron spectrum and, therefore cannot be used for analysis. At higher frequencies the coherent radiation is significantly suppressed by the bunch length. In this case the apparatus noise generates artifacts in the analysis which are significantly different for CChDR and CTR. Therefore both curves have been extrapolated to lower and higher frequencies from the same points by a Gaussian and an exponential curve, following the prescriptions in [39] . At the connection points the curve value and its first derivative were set to be equal. The extrapolated curves are shown in 12(e), outside the region limited by the black lines placed at the connection points. The reconstruction of the bunch temporal profile by just an inverse Fourier transform is not possible because only the amplitude of jðωÞ can be measured in an experiment, but not its phase. According to [40] , the amplitude jjðωÞj and the phase ψðωÞ ¼ argðjðωÞÞ are related by the Kramers-Kronig relation in a way that if the function jjðωÞj is measured at all frequencies, then the phase ψðωÞ is obtained as:
The longitudinal bunch profile can be derived as:
For the analysis the integrals have been replaced by fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms. The frequency range has been chosen from zero to the point beyond which the phase does not make any difference. Figure 12 (f) shows the bunch profile reconstruction taking into account the phase. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) has been measured to be 686 AE 14 fs with CChDR and 640 AE 12 fs with CTR. Such a result is in agreement with the expected value of bunch length for this machine. Despite a serious difference in CChDR and CTR spectra due to differences in the single electron spectra, after normalization the longitudinal form factors look very similar. The reconstructed bunch profiles are shown in 12(f) demonstrate a good consistency of the cores of the distributions. However the tails are different, formed from instabilities in the bunch compression configuration and might vary shot-by-shot. To measure the tails precisely, a single shot spectrometer system is needed. The current setup has enabled us only to diagnose a stable part of the beam. Typical bunch length measurements, including interferometry, FFT, single electron spectrum normalization, and Kramers-Kronig reconstruction have been taking approximately fifteen minutes. Nevertheless, this time can be reduced down to one minute by using detectors with higher signal to noise ratio and an automatic software-based procedure.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a detailed theoretical and experimental investigation of coherent Cherenkov diffraction radiation (CChDR) spectral-angular characteristics. We have demonstrated how electromagnetic simulations match the analytical theory. The experimental verification performed on two independent electron beam accelerator test facilities, namely on the CLEAR at CERN and on the CLARA at the Daresbury laboratory, is in excellent agreement with theoretical expectations, confirming its key unique properties, e.g., high directionality, intense photon yield and noninvasive nature. The feasibility of the CChDR phenomenon as a tool for non-invasive short bunch diagnostics has been investigated. Supported by electromagnetic simulations, we have demonstrated that the bunch length can be retrieved using a simple and cost-effective technical solution. Bunches in the sub-ps to ps range have been measured, successfully benchmarking this new detection scheme with more standard but invasive techniques, e.g., rf deflecting cavities or coherent transition radiation. The simulations made in VSim have shown that the wakefields' pattern is such that there is no spatial and temporal overlap with the trailing bunches, both considering the time-structure of the electron pulses at CLEAR and CLARA. Future tests will be conducted for radiators with larger apertures, more interesting for usual beam instrumentation, and for which the production of and the interaction with the wakefields is even more negligible. To the best knowledge of the authors, this is the first detailed demonstration of the use of CChDR as noninvasive beam diagnostics. Due to the lack of fundamental limitation for resolution in bunch length measurement with coherent radiation technique, CChDR could be extended to extremely short bunch length facilities, e.g., free electron lasers and plasma or dielectric accelerators, where coherent radiation is emitted in the near infrared or visible range. In this case suitable materials should be selected for avoiding possible dispersion of ChDR propagating within the radiator. The detection system could be then directly based on optical fibers, reaching very small dimensions. Typical peak powers are reaching values around the MW threshold, which provide large and easily detectable output signals, also interesting for THz generation in already-existing, large-scale central and/or futuristic radiation facilities providing additional research opportunities for the users. This opens the possibility for further optimization reducing the sensor in size and providing, as such, compact non-invasive instruments. Undoubtedly, the use of CChDR for generating high peak power in the THz frequencies requires additional investigation and optimization, in particular of the radiator design. This, as well as dedicated studies on the use of CChDR for beam position monitoring with a more interesting design in terms of accelerator technology, will be the topic of upcoming papers. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS K. L.'s contribution was supported by the Competitiveness Programme of National Research Nuclear University "MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics Institute)."
APPENDIX: FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A SKEW-GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
In this work we define the skew-Gaussian distribution as:
the parameter α giving a measure of the skewness of the distribution (Fig. 13 ). It is also worth noting that the sign of α determines if the skewness is along the rising or the falling edge of the distribution. From now on we consider a skew-gaussian electron current density jðtÞ:
where j 0 is the peak current density. We finally recall that the spectrum of coherent radiation dI=dω emitted by this electron bunch is ∝ jjðω; σ τ ; αÞj 2 , where jðω; σ τ ; αÞ is the Fourier transform of the electron current density. In order to get an explicit expression for jðω; σ τ ; αÞ, we shall solve the integral:
First of all we solve the trivial part of the integral:
